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THE FUTURE IS SOLAR
The world is getting more competitive, the cost for electricity keeps going higher and 

higher, greenhouse emissions standards are tightening. Business in general is getting 

more competitive. How can a business owner level the playing field? One way is to lower 

your overhead -- going solar. 

Electricity can cost thousands. More and more business demands necessitate the need 

to grow. That means more machines, fancier equipment, the latest technology, and yes, 

more electricity.

Fortune 500 companies have made the switch to solar. Numerous dairies, vineyards and 

businesses sprinkled throughout Central California have gone solar. 

Your local energy provider is feeling the pressure, too. Our always connected world over 

increases the already high demands of energy use. There is a reason why even those 

energy companies are investing billions into solar. One simple reason:

    
    IT WORKS 
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WHAT CAN SOLAR DO 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS? 
The main purpose for solar is to save you and your 

business money. All too often, we’re seeing utility 

rates steadily increase, with no other recourse 

other than to curb demand. But you want to GROW 

your business. Let JP Electric and Solar provide an 

alternate, clean and predictible energy source -- the 

sun.

Establishing a solar solution for your business will 

bring down your bottom line. Building a system to 

offset your current energy demand could save you 

millions over the course of a few decades. 

 Imagine how you could invest that money.
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WHAT is the cost of doing 
nothing?
Inertia is a powerful non-motivator; we all get 

set into our ways. We get it, change is scary. 

Change is hard. But, the harder reality is 

straightforward: 

Sticking with conventional utility loses money.

What does that cost you? Of course every 

situation is different, but factoring in 

opportunity cost, the rising expenditures in 

energy rates, increasing business demands, 

internal expansion, the pressures of needing 

to compete in all other avenues of business: 

A free energy analysis may be what you need.

Most of our larger scale projects see a return 

on invesment averaging about 7 years or less. 

Depending on how a system is designed that 

return year will fluctuate. After the demand cost 

reaches your system cost, the solar solution can 

be calculated as total savings, year after year. Real 

dollars to invest back into your business.

Return on investment

CUMULATIVE ENERGY COSTS



WHY SOLAR
---Solar seems like a big project. Why should I spend time and money on solar?
Time is money, it’s true. And in the case of energy, time costs more money every year. Electricity rates go 
up year after year, and are impossible to predict. Investing in solar now protects your business from price 
volatility. Depending on your location and whether you choose to buy or lease your solar system, you can 
lock in low electricity rates for 20 years or more, and even eliminate 100% of your electricity kilowatt hour 
usage.
While it may sound daunting to learn about an entirely new form of energy, we are here to help. SunPower 
has helped thousands of businesses just like yours go solar. We will guide you through the steps to taking 
your business solar – which are simpler than you might imagine.

---How can running my business on solar increase my bottom line?
For any business, finding new sources of capital to reinvest in the company can be difficult. Solar saves your 
business money that would otherwise be spent on utility bills. The bottom-line benefits are undeniable. 
According to a recent SunPower survey, 87% of business respondents cite saving money as one of the 
primary reasons for funding solar projects—with some projected to save hundreds of thousands of dollars 
(or more) in electricity costs over the life of their commercial solar panel system. That’s money that directly 
impacts your bottom line.

---How can a focus on sustainability help my business grow?
Choosing to go solar isn’t just a financial decision. It’s an environmental choice. Businesses that cultivate 



WHY SOLAR
a focus on sustainability are experiencing powerful brand effects. A solar panel system on your business 
makes a strong statement to your customers. Their relationship with your brand grows. Employees walk just 
a little bit taller knowing the business they work for is running on clean energy. Study after study shows that 
sustainability isn’t just good for the planet; it’s good for business.

---If solar is so great, why isn’t everyone doing it?
The truth is, more people are going solar now than ever have before. Over the last ten years, solar has grown 
at an average annual rate of 68%, and the trend shows no signs of reversing. Fortune 500 companies have 
installed solar at nearly 2,000 individual project sites nationwide. Top corporate brands like Target, Walmart 
and Apple are adding solar at an impressive rate, and the influence these brands wield on consumer lives 
means more people are opting for clean energy of all kinds.

---Why should our business go solar now?
The longer you wait to think about solar, the more it costs your business. Commercial prices for solar have 
decreased 58% since 2012.  However, recent policy decisions suggest we may be nearing the bottom of that 
downward trajectory. The federal investment tax credit (ITC) for solar is equal to 30% of the amount invested 
in an eligible installation (e.g., if you invest $100,000 in solar, you could receive a $30,000 tax credit). However, 
the ITC rate will decrease to 26% in 2020, 22% in 2021, and 10% after 2021. Meantime, electricity prices 
continue to increase year over year. The sooner you decide to go solar, the more you can save.



The solar process
STEP ONE: SITE ASSESSMENT 

A thorough evaluation must be made of the prospective 

solar site or location options.  Location of the utility 

power source and potential meter upgrade will need to 

be assessed and measured as needed.

STEP TWO: DATA COLLECTION

The easiest way to get the information needed for a 

quote is to provide access to the utility company’s data 

of the energy used.  This information is linked into solar 

software that uses earth images to calculate usable 

sunlight, local weather, electricity prices, and solar costs.

STEP THREE: DESIGN & QUOTE

A design and quote will be generated based off the 

information gathered and broken down to reflect your 

electricity demands, solar production, available incentives 

and possible rebates.  

STEP FOUR: PROPOSAL AND OVERVIEW  

Plan to set a aside close to an hour for a solar presentation.  

You will be provided details of the system, electrical, cost, 

benefits, interconnection, warranties and maintenance, 

time frame and answer any questions you may have.

STEP FIVE:  DECISION AND CONTRACT

Often time is needed to secure financing and inquire 

with a tax professional and arrange for a board meeting 

second presentation. After all changes are agreed upon, a 

contract is signed and executed by both parties.

STEP SIX:  ORDERING AND PERMITS

Once a contract is signed and deposit (if required) is 

collected, panels are then ordered, the permit process 

begins and NEM Interconnection Application  submitted.

STEP SEVEN:  LOGISTICS

Delivery and location of shipment is arranged and 

installation is scheduled.

STEP EIGHT: PAYMENT

Progress payment as per contract terms collected prior 

to delivery. 

STEP NINE: INSTALLATION

Any permit revisions are now complete and permit 

is picked up. Installation begins and City or County 

inspections are scheduled.

STEP TEN: PRODUCTION

Final payments and commissioning of system for 

production monitoring.



NEM Net Energy Metering A commercial customer 

can choose to aggregate 

the electrical usage from 

multiple meters and share 

NEM bill credits among 

all properties that are 

attached to the generation 

facility. The customer must 

be the sole owner of the 

properties in order to utilize 

NEM aggregation. Often, 

agricutural customers 

benefit from NEM Aggregate 

metering by sharing bill 

credits between a home and 

an irrigation pump located 

on an adjacent parcel. Can 

also be used on residential 

if there are two meters on a 

residential property.

NET METERING is a state policy and 

requires the utility companies to 

buy excess renewable electricity 

generated by their customers 

at retail rates. By law, utility 

companies are required to bill 

using net metering for customers 

that have solar. The goal is to 

reduce or eliminate your usage, 

not to generate excess power. With 

Net Metering the excess power 

generates credits that are later 

used in lower solar production 

periods when the system produces 

less power. A monthly statement 

from your energy company allows 

you to see how much power you 

consume, and the number of 

credits used. A true up statement 

arrives every 12 months, which is 

when you may redeem any unused 

credits.



INSTALLATION TYPES

01 |GROUND MOUNT

01 |GROUND MOUNT

02 |ROOF MOUNT

03 |TRACKING

01 |TYPE OF INSTALL

01 |TYPE OF INSTALL

03 |TRACKING

05 |CARPORTS

02 |ROOF MOUNT

04 |SHADE STRUCTURE

Ground mounts can be a great product to utilize if 

you have the space to accommodate it. Not only can 

the system be built for optimum tilt and azimuth 

for best production, it is also easier to clean and 

maintain the panels.

Ideal when trying to maximize your land, utilizing a 

building structure to mount a solar array is optimum 

if roof space is available. Benefits include little to 

no additional construction, no need to change crop 

yield, and systems are generally less expensive to 

install.

Tracker systems combine high performance, high-

efficiency panel technology, single-axis tracking, 

comprehensive warranties and O&M services to 

maximize energy production. That means more 

savings on your electric bill today, and in the decades 

to come.



04 |SHADE STRUCTURE

05 |CARPORTS

A shade structure canopy is composed of the solar 

panels being utilized as roofing material. These 

systems are usually used to cover equipment and 

livestock as wells as patio covers in the backyard.

An innovative way to bring solar savings to 

customers with little to no roof space. Carports can 

be constructed using almost any type of solar panel 

and can be built to virtually any dimension.



PPA finance is a third party 
company contracting with the 
property owner for a fixed rate for 
energy produced by the proposed 
system.  PPA’s most often have 
no money out of pocket and no 
expenses to maintain the system.   
Read before you sign if you don’t 
want an escalator that will raise 
your payments annually.   Make 
certain that the system is sized 
to match power consumed and 
production guarantee.

As always, cash is king.
The return on investment is larger, 
quicker, and more substantial 
on a cash purchase. You are 
able to utilize all the rebates and 
incentives to re-invest into your 
own business on a cash deal. 
The downside, of course, is 
needing to have the initial capital 
to fund a system of considerible 
size.
Its like paying for your energy up 
front, but at a huge discount.

Financing through a bank can be a 
lucrative decision. Benefits include 
the ability to keep any solar tax 
credits and incentives. The ability 
to start generating solar credits 
with little or no upfront payment 
is very inviting. Depending on the 
terms, the repayment plan will be 
less expensive than the previous 
electric bill before going solar. 

FINANCING
CASH LOAN PPA



The Rural Energy for America 
Program Grant provides 
guaranteed loan financing and 
grant funding to agricultural 
producers and rural small 
businesses for renewable 
energy systems or to make 
energy efficiency improvements. 
Agricultural producers with at 
least 50% of gross income coming 
from agricultural operations, and 
small businesses in eligible rural 
areas may qualify. 

Businesses may be able to 
qualify for a Federal Investment 
Tax Credit (ITC) of up to 30% 
that can be applied toward tax 
liability over several years if 
needed, allowing to deduct a 
significant amount of the system 
cost from their taxes.  ITC of 
30% of the solar system cost is 
available until the end of 2019, 
and will decrease incrementally. 
The amount depends on 
construction start date and when 
electricity begins generating. 
The solar ITC is on a step-down 
plan, with the first step down 
occurring 1-1-2020.

The Modified Accelerated Cost 
Recovery System is a method of 
depreciation in which a business’ 
investments in certain tangible 
property are recovered for 
tax purposes, over a specified 
time period though annual 
deductions. 
Qualifying solar energy 
equipment is eligible for a cost 
recovery period of five years.
The market certainty provided 
by MACRS has been found to be 
a significant driver of private 
investment for the solar industry 
and other energy industries.

REBATES & INCENTIVES

INVESTMENT 
TAX CREDIT MACRS REAP GRANT



MID SUMMER FARMS
After years in business and dealing with the yearly 

increases in the costs of doing business the owner 

needed to find a way to help hedge his operating 

expenses and increase his profit margins. With 

only one way to hedge your electricity costs, he 

proceeded to see what solar could do for his 

business. After talking with a few solar contractors 

the customer decided to go with JP Electric and Solar. 

A local company that offered an innovative solution 

to maximize the usage of his farm land that would 

be used for solar production versus crop production.

Learn more about how Mid Summer Farms 

and other business owners increased their 

return on investment   



YEARLY ENERGY 
DEMAND

467,283 KWH

YEARLY ENERGY COSTS $111,140

TRACKER YEARLY 
PRODUCTION

416,565 KWH

YEARLY ENERGY 
SAVINGS

$43,350

SYSTEM COSTS $488,800

REBATES AND 
INCENTIVES

-$264,938

NET SYSTEM COST $223,862

By offering the tracker ground mount system 

we were able to generate almost twice the 

amount of kW hours than the other competitor’s 

proposal. Which meant that the farmer could 

maintain a larger amount of his crop land for 

growing. The SunPower Helix tracking system 

had the following impact on the customers 

operating costs.



Who is Jp Electric & Solar
JP Electric & Solar is locally owned and operated with 40 years of experience in the 

electrical and solar industry. We are proud to be a SunPower Elite and Commercial Dealer. 

Our entire team takes an educational approach and always put customers first. Our 

services include solar and electrical installations as well as commercial electrical for new 

construction. We install roof top, ground mount, shade or carport structures and state of 

the art fully integrated tracking solar systems. We have two locations, Paso Robles and 

Visalia. We serve San Luis Obispo, Tulare, Kings, and Fresno Counties.



comparison sheet
JP Electric 
and Solar

Solar Bid 1 Solar Bid 2 Solar Bid 3
Date

Sales 
Representative

Energy Analysis 

System Type/Size

Estimated 1st yr 
Production

Estimated lifetime 
production

Energy Offset

Panels MFG & Watt

Panel 
Efficiency

JP Electric 
and Solar

Solar Bid 1 Solar Bid 2 Solar Bid 3
ROI

Price per kWh

Shade %

Financing 
Option

System Cost
Monthly Payment

Product Warranty

Production 
Warranty

Estimated Install 
Date

Rebates & 
Incentives
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